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VISITATION GUIDELINES 

 
Visitors MUST adhere to the Core Principles of COVID-19 Infection Prevention as outlined by CMS, 
CDC and PADOH as follows: 
 
1. Visiting hours to 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.  

 
2. Visitors – we would kindly ask that you please postpone visitation if you have any cold or respiratory 

symptoms or if you have been around anyone with cold or respiratory symptoms in the last 14 days 
regardless of your vaccination status.  We ask this in an abundance of caution for our residents.  Thank you! 

3. Visitation is limited to no more than 3 visitors at one time. If more than 3, we ask that you please wait 
outside or in your car to minimize congestion within the building.  

4. Visitation may ONLY occur in resident rooms/apartments or outdoors.  Visitation is not permitted in 
common spaces such as dining rooms, great rooms or hallways. Please do not linger during entry or exit 
of the building. You may wait in resident’s room/apartment during mealtime. 

5. ALL visitors (including children) MUST be successfully screened first through the kiosk before proceeding 
to the resident room or other designated location.  If the screening generates an alert, please see the 
receptionist before proceeding.  All visitors must wear their screening stickers during your visit. 

6. Regardless of vaccination status, visitors must wear a well-fitting cloth or surgical mask (covering mouth 
and nose) at all times whether inside or outside. We ask you to encourage and assist residents with wearing 
a mask during your visit.  

7. Use hand sanitizer before and after your visit. Please assist your resident to do the same.  

8. Maintain physical distance.  If a resident is fully vaccinated (two weeks post vaccination), he/she may 
choose to have close contact during a visit including physical touch while wearing a well-fitted mask and 
using hand hygiene before and after contact.  Please maintain physical distance with all other residents and 
team members.  

9. Residents in 14-day quarantine or in isolation can have virtual or window visits.  In-person visits are limited 
to end of life or compassionate care situations.  

10. Please limit your touching of any surfaces. Clean/disinfect high touch surfaces. 

11. Visitors should continue to monitor for any signs or symptoms of a respiratory infection for 14-days after 
your visit. If symptoms occur, self-isolate at home, contact your doctor and immediately notify the 
Ridgewood at Shenango Valley administration of the date of your visit and the names of individuals you 
had contact with while at The Ridgewood at Shenango Valley. 
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